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Write the number of your group on your exam sheet. This exam consists of 3 independent exercises.
Each function must be written in Python. You must give the utilization constraints for each function. The complete
documentation and the doctests are not asked, except for Question 5 of Exercise 1.

Exercice 1 Mystery function
Here is a function written in Python :

def mystery(a):
s = 0
b = a
print("At the beginning, s =", s, "and b =", b)
while b > 0:

s = s + (b % 10) ** 2
b = b // 10
print("s =", s, "and b =", b)

return s

Question 1 Explain the meaning of the expressions b % 10 and b // 10.

Question 2 Write all the lines that are displayed on the screen by the call to mystery(2018) and write the returned
value.

Question 3 From the previous answers, deduce what is returned by the call to mystery(a) when a is positive.

Question 4 Explain what is returned by mystery(a) when a is negative or zero. Justify your answer.

Question 5 Write the complete docstring and the doctests for the function mystery, assuming that the lines with
print instructions were deleted.

Exercice 2 Integer square root
This exercise is devoted to the calculation of the integer square root (isqrt) of an integer N > 0 : that is, the
the unique integer R such that :

R2 ≤ N < (R+ 1)2,

with a method formerly used « by hand », called extraction of square root.

Example The integer square root of 650 is 25 because : 252 = 625 ≤ 650 < 262 = 676.
Method The number N is broken down into 2-digit slices, starting from the right. 2-digit slices are used

because the square root of a 2-digit integer (between 0 and 99) is a 1-digit number. The integer square root
is constructed by using the slices from left to right with the following pseudo-code (symbol ← represents
assignment).
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Input: n, a strictly positive integer

q ← break_down(n)
r ← square_root_first_slice(q[0])
p← q[0]− r2

q ← q[1 :]
while q not empty do

p← 100p+ q[0]
d← next_digit(p, r)
p← p− (20r + d)d
r ← 10r + d
q ← q[1 :]

end while
return r

The next questions will ask you to write the three functions break_down, square_root_first_slice and
next_digit called by the above algorithm.

In the whole exercise, it is forbidden to calculate the square roots with operators or Python predefined
functions (for example : math.sqrt or n**0.5).

Question 1 Define a function square_root_first_slice that takes as a parameter an
integer n with 1 or 2 digits (so comprised between 1 and 99), and that returns its integer
square root.

Hint : for the calculation of the square root, you can consult the table on the right that
lists the integer square roots corresponding to each interval of integers.

>>> square_root_first_slice(28)
5
>>> square_root_first_slice(45)
6
>>> square_root_first_slice(49)
7

n ∈
√
n =

[81; 100[ 9
[64; 81[ 8
[49; 64[ 7
[36; 49[ 6
[25; 36[ 5
[16; 25[ 4
[9; 16[ 3
[4; 9[ 2
[1; 4[ 1

Question 2 Define a function called right_slice, that takes as a parameter an integer n, and that returns the
two rightmost digits of n.

>>> right_slice(21345)
45
>>> right_slice(73)
73

>>> right_slice(8)
8

Question 3 Define a function called other_slices that takes as a parameter an integer n, and that returns the
number whose digits are those of n without its two rightmost digits.

>>> other_slices(21345)
213

>>> other_slices(73)
0

Question 4 By using the two previous functions, define a function called break_down, taking as a parameter
an integer n strictly positive, which utilize the two previous functions and that returns the tuple composed of the
2-digit slices of n (starting from the right). The left slice can be only 1-digit.

>>> break_down(21345) >>> break_down(73)

Question 5 Define the function called next_digit that takes as parameters two integers p and r, and that
returns the largest number d between 0 and 9 for which the following equation holds : (20× r + d)× d ≤ p.
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>>> next_digit(306,6)
2

>>> next_digit(225,2)
5

Question 6 By using the previous functions, write in Python the function isqrt by translating the pseudo-code
given at the beginning of this exercise.

>>> isqrt(25)
5
>>> isqrt(625)
25
>>> isqrt(650)
25

Exercice 3 Tweet validation

A tweet is a short message that is sent over the Internet and must be at most 280 characters since
November 7, 2017. We will program functions to check if a tweet is compliant.

Question 1 Define a function called number_of_characters taking as parameter a string, that returns the
number of characters of the string.

>>> number_of_characters("I will have a good mark. ")
25

>>> number_of_characters(’ Cool !’)
7

Question 2 Define a function called delete_spaceBE taking as parameter a string, that returns the same string
without spaces at the beginning and at the end of the string.

>>> delete_spaceBE("I will have a good mark. ")
’I will have a good mark.’

>>> delete_spaceBE(’ Cool !’)
’Cool !’

Question 3 Define a function called number_of_words taking as parameter a string, that returns the number of
words contained in this string. Only spaces are considered to be word separators and any character other than a
space can be present in a word. The spaces at the beginning and the end of the string are deleted before counting.

>>> number_of_words("I will have a good mark. ")
6

>>> number_of_words(’ Cool !’)
2

Question 4 Define a procedure called tweet_validation taking as parameter a string, that prints on the screen
"Your tweet of X word(s) has been sent", replacing X by the number of words if the tweet is valid or "Your tweet
is too long, it contains Y characters" if the tweet is not valid (replacing Y by the number of characters in the
tweet).

>>> tweet_validation("I will have a good mark. ")
Your tweet of 6 word(s) has been sent
>>> tweet_validation("Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed doeiusmod \
... tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enimad minim veniam, quis nostrud \
... exercitation ullamco laboris nisi utaliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor \
... inreprehenderit in voluptate veli")
Your tweet is too long, it contains 285 characters
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